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Abstract

The ubiquity of automatic speech systems
in modern technology has garnered in-
creasing interest in spoken Native Lan-
guage Identification (NLI) as a means to
addressing clear shortcomings in existing
commercial systems. While previous stud-
ies have thoroughly explored traditional
NLI through simple classifiers and classi-
cal language processing features, we focus
here on the identification of a speaker’s
native language on phonetic information
only. The 2017 NLI shared task provides
a dataset constructed solely for NLI im-
provement, containing speech transcripts
and feature extracted i-vectors. Here, we
compare baseline methods that have seen
success in the past with baseline neu-
ral architectures. We report an F1 score
of 0.76 for a linear one-versus-all SVM
classifier, where transcript derived word-
features contribute only 0.01 to the final
score. With a deep neural model, we
achieve an F1 score of 0.78 with the same
data. Our results indicate that for this par-
ticular task, SVMs with i-vectors provide a
fast, competitive baseline model that uses
no lexical information, which we propose
as a baseline for future NLI tasks.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, Native Language Identification is
the task of classifying a writer’s native language
based only on their writing in a second language.
This task has received increased attention in re-
cent years due to its potential application in educa-
tion (acquisition of second languages, etc). Native
language classification based on speech samples is
also of educational concern.

The advances in spoken language in recent
years have highlighted the difficulties of develop-
ing generalizable speech recognition systems. The
failings of commercial speech transcription sys-
tems have been the butt of jokes since their debut,
and are challenging to address even with countless
hours of spoken audio training data. In a task such
as speech transcription, the performance of the au-
tomated system is limited by the phoneme com-
binations and patterns observed during training.
However, training data (particularly audio data) is
rarely representative of all users, especially in an
age where ”all users” has become a sizable per-
centage of ”all people.”

One of the most clear failures of modern speech
recognition systems is the handling of accents.
Even within a single language, such as English,
there exists many phonetic variations between na-
tive speakers. Variation is further augmented by
the addition of non-native speakers. The ubiq-
uity of automated speech systems then necessi-
tates the ability to handle the wide variations be-
tween all speakers for robust performance (con-
sider the wide range of people who own smart-
phones). One potential online method of han-
dling a large array of pronunciations is through
upstream accent classification to select the best
model for any given user.

The 2017 NLI Shared Task provides a unique
curated dataset containing English written and
spoken samples of non-native speakers from 11
distinct languages. As our interest lies primarily
with spoken language processing and the potential
application of such an upstream classifier to mod-
ern speech systems, we consider a specific subset
of shared NLI tasks: native language identification
through spoken language information only.



2 The 2017 NLI Dataset

The latest rendition of the NLI shared task in-
cludes three specific challenges: NLI through
text, NLI through speech, and NLI through both
text and speech. As such, the provided dataset,
released by ETS, contains preprocessed essays,
and speech transcripts of TOEFL test takers from
11 different native languages (Arabic, Chinese,
French, German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish, Telugu, and Turkish) (Tetreault et al.,
2013). The training and development sets are
each balanced between the 11 classes, but contain
only about 11000 and 1100 total examples, respec-
tively.

The official NLI Shared Task does not allow use
of the audio, and focuses on transcriptions of the
speech responses. However, we theorize that it
is much more effective to detect a speaker’s na-
tive language from the specific pronunciations of
words rather than looking at the words themselves.
Therefore, we have used i-vector representations
of the speech responses as our primary feature in-
puts. For privacy reasons, audio responses have
been encoded and anonymized into i-vector rep-
resentations. Transcriptions of oral responses are
also provided, allowing for application of canoni-
cal NLP features to this task.

3 Related Work

Previous work in NLI has centered primarily on
classification of a person’s native language using
writing samples. Many studies have reported suc-
cess with SVM architectures using word, charac-
ter, and POS n-gram language models (Tetreault
et al., 2013).One of the key factors of the NLI task
from other NLP tasks is its dependency on syn-
tactic features. This stems from the intuitive no-
tion that each language has a unique grammati-
cal structure, and the structure of a person’s na-
tive language is often partially preserved when
learning and speaking a new language. A few
studies have thus used syntactic dependencies ex-
tracted from available dependency parsers (such
as the Stanford Parser) to capture these structures,
which have provided state-of-the-art performance
in textual NLI. The current state of the art textual
NLI combines nearly all common lexical features
(word, lemma, character, and POS n-grams, de-
pendency parses, and context free grammars) as
feature inputs to a Linear SVM.

Recent works in other speech processing tasks

have reported successes using DNN models with i-
vector encodings (Garimella et al., 2015; Xu et al.;
Glembek et al., 2011). These studies validate the
use of i-vectors in speech processing, and perhaps
suggest potential effectiveness of neural models in
spoken NLI tasks as well. As previous studies in
NLI have primarily used text samples for classifi-
cation, little work has explored the efficacy of deep
learning models in this task.

Representation of speech samples with i-vectors
is a nontrivial process, and has been extensively
studied and optimized (Senoussaoui et al., 2006;
Kenny, 2012).For our usages, the i-vectors encode
a fair amount of phonetic information, as they
contain a combination of features extracted from
phoneme, MFCC, alignment, and Fourier Trans-
forms features. We defer a more detailed discus-
sion of i-vector encoding to (Senoussaoui et al.,
2006; Kenny, 2012).

4 Approach

For this subtask, the ETS provides a simple base-
line classifier that uses only speech transcripts.
This baseline uses a Linear SVM model (employ-
ing a One versus All approach and RBF kernel)
and transcript wide co-occurrence language model
to achieve an averaged F1 score of 0.52.

We extend this model in two main ways. We
first extend the model to use bigrams in addition to
unigrams, as significant gains of bigram features
over unigram features have been well established
in NLP. We further extend the model to use the
encoded i-vectors as features for the Linear SVM,
concatenating with the existing lexical features to
generate full feature representations for each ex-
ample.

As the dataset is collected from actual TOEFL
test takers, we decide against the use of word em-
beddings as features for two reasons. First, test
takers provide answers to the same set of prompts,
which we expect to provide a large overlap in the
words used. Second, a brief review of the speech
transcripts shows that some test takers refer to lo-
cations in their native country in their responses.
This may influence a classifier to focus on the lo-
cations in speech transcripts where present, which
could essentially provide the correct answers to
the classifier if mentioned. We therefore abstain
from using semantic features, and instead focus
on auditory and syntactic features provided by
i-vectors and n-gram models. We leverage the



Figure 1: Final 3 hidden layer neural architecture.
The output layer uses Softmax to output the prob-
ability of each class.

sklearn implementation of LinearSVC for sim-
ple classification (Pedregosa et al., 2012).

Given the successes of neural models in pre-
vious spoken language tasks, we also employ a
neural network approach for classification. We
experiment with several different configurations
(number of layers, size of each layer, regulariza-
tion, activation functions, initialization of weights,
dropout), and report final results with a 3 hidden
layer model (Fig. 1). Our model uses sigmoidal
activation functions in each layer and Softmax for
final predictions. We regularize by applying a
dropout rate of 0.6 to each hidden layer, and op-
timize learning with the Adam Optimizer (initial
learning rate of 10−2. Final results after 30 train-
ing epochs are shown in Fig. 2. As with the Linear
SVM model, the neural architecture outputs the
class that maximizes

argmaxc = p(c|o), (1)

where c, o correspond to classes and observations,
respectively. We use the Tensorflow toolbox to im-
plement our neural network (Abadi et al., 2016).

5 Experiments

With the extended SVM bigrams model, we report
an increase in F1 score to 0.57. Inclusion of the
i-vector features in addition to unigrams and bi-
grams further increases the F1 score of the model
to 0.76. We see that the largest errors in this model
stem from confusion of Telugu and Hindi (Fig. 3).

We report our results for neural models with pa-
rameters we found to optimize performance (see

Figure 2: Neural network training accuracy with
respect to number of epochs.

Model F1 Score
SVM with unigrams 0.52

SVM with uni/bi- grams 0.57
SVM with uni/bi-grams and i-vectors 0.76

SVM with i-vectors 0.75
DNN with i-vectors 0.77

DNN with i-vectors and unigrams 0.78

Table 1: Comparison of results between SVM and
DNN models and included features.

Approach section). Using a neural model with 3
layers, we achieve a slightly higher F1 score of
0.78 with i-vector features alone (Fig. 4). Inclu-
sion of lexical features (unigrams) was not found
to noticeably increase accuracy of the model. Due
to hardware constraints, we were unable to pro-
duce results with a token-wise bigram model (pro-
gram was killed on our laptops due to excessive
memory usage).

6 Discussion

Our results suggest that identification of natural
language is more dependent on a speaker’s accent
as opposed to the words they use. This aligns with
the intuition that humans are able to identify na-
tive language through accents and pronunciations,
as opposed to speech content. On both the SVM
and neural models, we see that the bulk major-
ity of our improvements (F1 increase of over 0.2)
stems from the use of i-vectors as feature represen-
tations, where lexical features were found to con-
tribute only 0.01 in the SVM model.

Somewhat surprisingly, we find that the neural
model fails to perform noticeably better than the



(a) SVM with i-vectors and Unigrams and Bigrams. Accu-
racy=0.75

(b) SVM with only i-vectors. Accuracy=0.76

Figure 3: Confusion Matrices for the SVM models with i-vectors.

(a) DNN with i-vectors. Accuracy=0.77 (b) DNN with i-vectors + unigrams. Acuracy=0.78

Figure 4: Confusion Matrices for DNN Models

SVM model. We posit that this results from the re-
duced dimensionality of i-vectors, which limits the
total number of audio features considered during
classification. In addition, neural models tend to
require much more data, and we only have a 1000
training examples per native language to train on.
We found that 3 layer provided the highest perfor-
mance, but only marginally so (0.78 compared to
0.77).

In both models, we see that the bulk of clas-
sification error comes from failure to distinguish
Telugu and Hindi, two languages spoken primar-
ily in India. We (as non-native speakers) find that
these two languages sound very similar, and can
be difficult to distinguish even for humans.

The remaining errors are significantly less pro-
nounced than those between Hindi and Telugu, but
are influenced largely by geographic location and

linguistic family trees. In all of the confusion ma-
trices shown, we see that the two models tested
(SVM and DNN) both struggle to differentiate ge-
ographically neighboring languages: Japanese and
Korean, Turkish and Arabic, and Spanish, French,
and Italian. While some of these errors reflect the
origins of each language (Fig. 5), not all errors
can be explained this way (Hindi and Telugu are
not closely related). These errors together suggest
that language differences are difficult for the clas-
sifier to predict when they are close either in geo-
graphic location or linguistic origin (as one might
expect). All of this is to say that it is harder to dis-
tinguish between two languages whose phonology
consists of similar phonemes.

Conversely, while we seek to maximize the F1
score across all native languages in this task, we
note that depending on the application task, actual



Figure 5: Graphical depiction of linguistic taxonomy of the represented languages in the 2017 NLI
dataset. Figure adapted from (Malmasi and Dras, 2017)

differentiation between these languages may not
be necessary. For example, in a transcription sys-
tem, it may not be critical to discern the speaker’s
language between two close-sounding languages,
so long as the generated transcriptions are fairly
similar.

Perhaps one of the most compelling points of
our study is that we were able to achieve a de-
velopment accuracy of 0.75 on the SVM model
with only i-vector features. We emphasize that this
score is achieved without speech transcriptions,
which have been hand-labeled by humans. While
(marginally) higher classifier performance can be
achieved through the use of both speech transcrip-
tions and essays, commercial systems typically
only have access to audio data. As the i-vectors
provided by ETS are generated uniformly through
a deterministic encoding process, our results sug-
gest that i-vectors may be a robust solution to NLI
for use in online systems.

One of the main shortcomings of this study is
the limited availability of data. Compared to many
other machine learning tasks, the models we use
train on very small data sets (only about 1000 ex-
amples per language), and the neural model over-
fits slightly to the training data. We therefore rea-
son that additional training data could further in-
crease the performance of our model.

Despite the large improvements gained with i-
vectors, we speculate that they nevertheless rep-
resent compressed forms of the raw audio for-
mats. As our model struggles to differentiate
between geographically and linguistically simi-
lar languages, we speculate that further ”speech-
only” improvements (aside from more data) could
be achieved through higher dimensionality rep-
resentations of oral responses. An alternative
feature extraction scheme that outputs higher di-

mensionality representations of speech samples
could prove beneficial to the separation of similar
classes, such as Telugu and Hindi.

7 Future Directions

Given the results of our study with a limited
dataset, we propose extension of the dataset in two
ways. First, we reason that the models can achieve
higher performance with a larger dataset, to bet-
ter differentiate the different languages. Second,
to improve classifier ability to distinguish similar
languages, a logical next step is a reexamination of
i-vector generation for higher dimensionality au-
dio representations.

As our models remain fairly simplistic, fur-
ther examination of potential improvements with
more sophisticated models (and more data) may
yield even more accurate results. Our results here
indicate similar performance between SVM and
neural models suggest SVM as a more practical
option, but substantial improvements with more
complex models could alternatively indicate SVM
as an overly naive option.

To our knowledge, little work has been done to
validate the usage of upstream NLI to increase per-
formance of modern speech systems. We there-
fore suggest the application of the SVM model to
simple speech tasks that struggle with variations
in speaker pronunciations, such as transcription,
to validate the use of NLI classifiers in upstream
speech systems.

8 Conclusion

Using only a limited dataset of only compressed
audio features of speech samples, we achieve NLI
scores of 0.75 with an SVM model and 0.77 with
a simple neural model. We find that incorporation



of lexical features provides only marginal gains
(within F1 improvements of 0.01), confirming the
notion that accents and phoneme features are pri-
mary indicators of native language. As little work
has been published on NLI through phonetic fea-
tures exclusively, we propose the SVM model with
i-vector representations as a simple baseline for
future work.
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